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The entorhinal–hippocampal circuit is one of the earliest sites of cortical pathology in Alzheimer’s disease (AD).

Visuospatial memory paradigms that are mediated by the entorhinal–hippocampal circuit may offer a means to detect

memory impairment during the early stages of AD. In this study, we developed a 4-min visuospatial memory paradigm

called VisMET (Visuospatial Memory Eye-Tracking Task) that passively assesses memory using eye movements rather

than explicit memory judgements. We had 296 control or memory-impaired participants view a set of images followed

by a modified version of the images with either an object removed, or a new object added. Healthy controls spent signifi-

cantly more time viewing these manipulations compared to subjects with mild cognitive impairment and AD. Using a lo-

gistic regression model, the amount of time that individuals viewed these manipulations could predict cognitive

impairment and disease status with an out of sample area under the receiver–operator characteristic curve of 0.85.

Based on these results, VisMET offers a passive, sensitive, and efficient memory paradigm capable of detecting objective

memory impairment and predicting cognitive and disease status.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Pathological changes in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) develop years
before the onset of clinical symptoms. This period known as pre-
clinical AD has generated considerable interest in detecting subtle
memory impairments as early as possible (Albert et al. 2011;
Sperling et al. 2011; Dubois et al. 2016; Mortamais et al. 2016).
Memory impairment in AD has typically been established through
performance on neuropsychological tasks measuring verbal recall
such as the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT, Rey 1941)
and the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCSRT, Buschke
1984; Grober et al. 1987, 2000, 2010; Lemos et al. 2014; Teich-
mann et al. 2017). These tests have been successful in detecting
memory impairment once the symptoms of AD are present
(Grober et al. 2000, 2010; Ivanoiu et al. 2005; Chang et al. 2010;
Landau et al. 2010; Ricci et al. 2012; Sotaniemi et al. 2012;
Wolfsgruber et al. 2014). However, these conventional memory
tests typically require trained personnel, a considerable amount
of time to administer, and are often underused for symptomatic in-
dividuals because of the resource demands necessary to implement
in clinical settings. Participants often do not like the experience of
neuropsychological testing, due to the perceived poor perfor-
mance on such tests. We sought to develop an easily administered,
enjoyable, and sensitive paradigm for passively assessing mild
memory deficits early in the disease course.

Memory tasks that are mediated by the entorhinal–hippo-
campal circuit, the initial site of cortical pathology in preclinical
AD, offer promise for early detection. One theory suggests the en-
torhinal cortex represents an object’s appearance and location as
distinct neural representations and the hippocampus binds these

representations into a single coherent representation (Eichenbaum
1999; Norman and Eacott 2005; Staresina et al. 2011; Eichenbaum
et al. 2012; Knierim et al. 2014). This role for the entorhinal–hippo-
campal circuit has recently been supported by object and location
discrimination tasks. In these paradigms, participants view a pic-
ture of an object and then following a delay, view either the
same object or a lure, that is, an object with a small change in ap-
pearance or location (Reagh and Yassa 2014; Reagh et al. 2018). A
change in an object’s appearance and location increases activity in
the anterolateral and posteromedial entorhinal cortex, respective-
ly, while both of these changes increase activity in the hippocam-
pus (Reagh et al. 2018).

Visuospatial memory has also been explored using eye move-
ments as an index of memory retrieval. In these paradigms, partic-
ipants view a set of images and then view manipulated (object
added, removed, or moved) or repeated versions of the images
(Ryan et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2006; Smith and Squire 2008).
Participants spend more time viewing the manipulated regions
compared to the unchanged regions in the repeated images.
Medial temporal lobe damage impairs the viewing and explicit
identificationof thesemanipulations. These studies suggest that vi-
suospatial memory paradigms are sensitive indicators of entorhi-
nal–hippocampal function and age-associated memory decline
(Yassa et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2013; Reagh et al. 2016), and therefore,
may serve as an early indicator of memory impairment in AD.
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The aim of the current study was
to develop a passive, efficient, and sensi-
tive paradigm that assesses visuospatial
memory and evaluate its performance in
healthy controls and memory-impaired
subjects. Building on our previous experi-
encewith eye-tracking for assessingmem-
ory (Crutcher et al. 2009; Zola et al. 2013)
and adapting a previously well studied
task, we developed VisMET (Visuospatial
Memory Eye-Tracking Task), which uses
eyemovements rather than explicitmem-
ory judgements in order to assess memo-
ry. Participants were asked to view a set
of naturalistic images followed by the
same set of images with either an object
removed or a new object added in order
to alter the visuospatial relationships be-
tween the objects and locations. The
amount of time viewing these manipula-
tions compared to unchanged parts of the images was used tomea-
sure memory of either a previously viewed object and location
(removed condition), or a new object and location (added condi-
tion). We administered this 4-min paradigm to 296 control or
memory-impaired subjects (mild cognitive impairment [MCI] or
AD) recruited from the Emory Healthy Brain Study (EHBS) and
Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center (ADRC). We compared visuo-
spatialmemory performance in healthy aging and at different stag-
es of AD and assessed whether performance could be used as a
screening tool for identifying memory impairment and AD status.

Results

Visual exploration in healthy aging, mild cognitive

impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease during encoding
The inability to shift attentional resources may lead to inadequate
viewing of the to-be manipulated item, which could confound
later assessments of visuospatial memory performance. For these
reasons, we first evaluated baseline attentional shifts in eye move-
ment during image viewing to ensure that controls and memory-
impaired participants all had adequate opportunity to encode
the images.

The control, MCI, and AD participant groups all made at least
one fixation within the critical regions containing a later removed
object for nearly 90% of the images. The MCI group viewed
the same percentage of critical regions as healthy controls (P>
0.05, unpaired t-test) while the AD group viewed slightly fewer crit-
ical regions than healthy controls (P<0.001, unpaired t-test) (Fig.
1B). In the encoding phase, we also compared the average viewing
time in the critical region containing a later removed object.
Healthy controls spent 30%±0.6% of the viewing time in the crit-
ical regions, with similar amounts for MCI (28%±0.8%, P>0.05,
unpaired t-test) and AD (28%±1.5%, P>0.05, unpaired t-test) pop-
ulations (Fig. 1C). In summary, controls andmemory-impairedpar-
ticipantsviewednearly90%of thecritical regions containinga later
removed object, spending roughly 30% of the viewing time in the
critical regions. These results indicate that the subject groups had
similar viewing behavior with adequate opportunity to encode
themajority of the images, and that any differences in visuospatial
memory were unlikely due to differences in viewing behavior or
attention.

The encoding phase also included a set of images in the first
presentation containing “empty” regions where items were subse-
quently added for the recognition phase. All three populations fix-
ated on <5% of these empty critical regions with a viewing time of

<1%. Therefore, the viewing behavior during the added condition
for the groups also did not suggest any major differences that
would confound later assessments of visuospatial memory.

VisMET performance in healthy aging
The visuospatial memory paradigm in this study required memory
for a complex set of associations between objects and locations and
was assessed passively using eyemovements rather than explicitly.
We sought to evaluate whether visuospatial memory showed
age-related declines in performance and how these differences
compared to age-related declines in verbal-free recall performance.
We hypothesized that healthy older participants would show im-
pairments in discerning the manipulated objects compared to
healthy younger participants. To test this hypothesis, we com-
pared the percent viewing time and the percentage of trials with
at least one fixation in the critical region across three age groups
(50–59, 60–69, 70+). We compared these metrics separately for
the added and removed conditions.

The group of 50- to 59-yr-old individuals performed better on
the memory task than the 60–69 and 70+ age groups. The 50–59
age group fixated within 58%±3% of the critical regions with a re-
moved object, whereas this percentage dropped for the older con-
trols (45%±3% for the 60–69 yr olds, and 46%±3% for the 70+ yr
olds) (Fig. 2A). These results were significant when comparing the
percentage of the critical regions viewed by the 50–59 age group to
the 60–69 (P<0.001, unpaired t-test) and the 70+ age groups (P<
0.01, unpaired t-test). There was no difference in performance be-
tween the 60–69 and 70+ age groups. Similar age-related declines in
memorywere observed when using viewing timewithin critical re-
gions as a performancemetric (Fig. 2B). The 50–59, 60–69, and 70+
age groups spent 12%±0.9%, 9.3%±0.8%, and 10%±1% of the
time viewing the critical regions with a removed object (Fig. 2B).
The 50–59 age group spent significantly more time in the critical
regions compared to the 60–69 (P<0.01, unpaired t-test) and the
70+ (P<0.05, unpaired t-test) age groups. We did not find such dif-
ferences for the added condition (P>0.05, unpaired t-test; data not
shown). These results indicate that healthy adults aged 50–59 show
better memory performance for the removed condition compared
to healthy adults over the age of 60.

To compare these results to a commonly used neuropsycho-
logical measure of memory, we assessed age-related differences
in delayed free recall performance using the FCSRT. In this popula-
tion, the 50–59, 60–69, and 70+ age groups remembered 77%±1%,
76%±1%, and 70%+1.6% of the words. The 50–59 age group did
not show any significant differences in verbal-free recall compared

A B C

Figure 1. Visual exploration of later removed objects during the encoding phase. (A) Participants
viewed images during the encoding phase containing an object that was removed in the future
during the recognition phase as indicated by the yellow critical region. (B) Healthy controls, MCI, and
AD participants fixated on ∼90% of the subsequently removed objects. The MCI group viewed the
same percentage of critical regions as healthy controls (P>0.05, unpaired t-test), whereas the AD
group viewed slightly fewer critical regions than healthy controls (P<0.001, unpaired t-test).
(C) Healthy, MCI, and AD participants all spent roughly 30% of the time viewing the critical regions,
with no significant differences across groups. (***) 0.001.
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to the 60–69 age group (P>0.05, unpaired t-test; Fig. 2C). Rather,
age-related decline in free recall performance became apparent lat-
er in the 70+ age group (P< 0.001, unpaired t-test). Collectively,
these results suggest visuospatial memory performance for the re-
moved condition provides a means to detect age-related memory
decline earlier than the FCSRT.

VisMET is impaired in mild cognitive impairment

and Alzheimer’s disease
We compared visuospatial memory performance among healthy,
MCI, and AD populations separately for the removed and added
conditions. We first quantified viewing of the removed objects
during the recognition phase (Fig. 3). The critical region for the re-
movedobjectswas anempty locationandas a result, thepercentage
of critical regions in which a visual fixation was recorded was a
strong indicator that the removed object had been successfully re-
membered (Fig. 4A). Control participants
fixatedonnearly twice asmanyof the crit-
ical regions compared to MCI (P<10−8,
unpaired t-test) and AD (P<10−10, un-
paired t-test) populations (Fig. 4B). We
also quantified viewing time within the
critical regions for the removedcondition.
Control participants spent a significantly
greater percentage of the viewing time in
the critical region compared to MCI (P<
0.001, unpaired t-test) and AD popula-
tions (P<10−4, unpaired t-test) (Supple-
mental Fig. S1A).

We varied the difficulty among the
manipulated images to determine if this
would alter task performance (see Materi-
als and Methods). We hypothesized that
the more difficult images, operationally
defined by the percentage of healthy con-
trols with viewing behavior indicative of
intact recall, to remember would best dis-
tinguish controls and memory-impaired
subjects. The largest differences between
control and MCI/AD participants were
observed for images that were recognized
as different by only 25%–50% of the con-
trol participants (P<10−5, unpaired t-test;
P<10−8, unpaired t-test). Notably, the
easiest images (operationally defined as
viewing behavior indicative that they

were “remembered” by 75%–100% of
the participants) could only distinguish
healthy controls from AD but not from
MCI (P>0.05, unpaired t-test). Thus, by
controlling the difficulty of the mani-
pulated images, we were able to create a
potential method to track memory per-
formance across varying degrees of mem-
ory impairment.

Next, we determined whether view-
ing of the added object in the delayed pre-
sentation was also different among
healthy, MCI, and AD groups. The critical
region for the added condition contained
an item that was not present during the
encoding phase (Fig. 4D). Control partic-
ipants with intactmemory spent a greater
percentage of time viewing the critical re-
gion containing the added object (P<

0.01, unpaired t-test) (Fig. 4E) and viewed a greater percentage of
the critical regions compared to MCI populations (P<0.01, un-
paired t-test) (Supplemental Fig. S1B). There was a similar relation-
ship between the control and AD populations (P<10−4, unpaired
t-test; P<10−9, unpaired t-test). We also assessed the impact of im-
age difficulty for the added condition (seeMaterials andMethods).
Although both bins were able to separate healthy controls from
memory-impaired populations, manipulated images with 25%–

50% viewing time in the critical region showed the most signifi-
cant differences between the healthy controls and MCI (P<10−4,
unpaired t-test) and AD populations (P<10−4, unpaired t-test)
(Fig. 4F).

Althoughwe expected that such differences in viewing would
be due to lack of recognition of the changes in the images viewed
previously, we also evaluated potential effects of eye movement-
related differences in fixation accuracy across the participant
groups. To control for possible differences in fixation accuracy,

CBA

Figure 2. Age-related changes in VisMET performance. (A) Younger participants (50–60) viewedmore
of the critical regions containing removed objects compared to older participants (60–70, 70+). (B)
Younger participants (50–60) spent a greater percentage of viewing time in the critical regions contain-
ing the removed object compared to older participants (60–70, 70+). (C ) For comparison, memory
scores on the free recall portion of the FCSRT are shown. Asterisks in each panel indicate significant dif-
ferences in performance as shown: (*) 0.05, (**) 0.01, (***) 0.001; unpaired t-test.

Figure 3. Visuospatial Memory Eye-Tracking Test (VisMET). Participants were asked to view a set of
images for 5 sec with a 1 sec interstimulus interval each during the encoding phase. During the recog-
nition phase, participants viewed the same set of images with either one item removed (removed con-
dition) or one item added (added condition). The manipulated regions used to quantify memory
performance are indicated by the yellow box, which was not visible during viewing. The final test param-
eters consisted of the presentation of two sets of 10 original-manipulated pairs (seven with removed
condition and three with added condition) with a delay of 1 min in between the original and manipu-
lated presentations. The entire task took 4 min.
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we quantified the average distance to the fixation cues during the
first and secondhalf of the task in visual angles.We founddecreases
infixation accuracy between thefirst and secondhalf of the tasks in
the x direction (1.35±0.05 and 1.92±0.07 visual angles; unpaired
t-test, <0.05) but not the y direction (1.30 ±0.05 and 1.14±0.07 vi-
sual angles; unpaired t-test, P>0.05). Importantly, there were no
differences in fixation accuracies in MCI and AD participants com-
pared to healthy controls for the first or second half of the experi-
ment (unpaired t-test, P>0.05). We also did not observe any
significant correlation between a participant’s performance and
the distance to the fixation dot (r=
−0.03, P>0.05). From these results, the
variation in performance for each group
is unlikely due to the changes in fixation
accuracy throughout the experiment but
rather, differences in memory of the re-
moved objects when comparing the con-
trols and memory-impaired subjects
with MCI or AD.

VisMET as a screening tool for

cognitive impairment and disease

status
Visuospatial memory performance show-
ed robust differences between healthy
controls and memory-impaired partici-
pants. The reliability of these differences
suggests that visuospatial memory perfor-
mancemay be used as a screening tool. To
evaluate VisMET as a screening tool for

cognitive impairment, we trained a logis-
tic regression classifier using a combina-
tion of three features: viewing time in
the critical regions (added), percentage of
critical regions viewed (removed), and
age. The output of the models predicted
the likelihood of cognitive impairment
as measured by the Montreal Cognitive
Assessment (MoCA), awidelyused screen-
ing tool used to test a range of cognitive
domains including memory, attention,
executive function, and language. The
performanceof themodelwas assessedus-
ing the area under the curve (AUC) of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of a leave one out cross-validation
analysis.

When training themodels to predict
cognitive impairment (MoCA≤23), we
found VisMET performance was able to
achieve an AUC of 0.85 compared to an
AUC of 0.71 and 0.56 when using age
and education alone. This model was
able to achieve a sensitivity and specific-
ity of 0.83 and 0.74, respectively, using a
cutoff probability of 0.64 (Fig. 5A). To fur-
ther evaluate VisMET, we identified the
specific cognitive domains that may be
assessed by the task. We correlated visuo-
spatial memory performance to other
neuropsychological assessments given to
our study population, regressing out age
and education and correcting formultiple
comparisons. We found robust correla-
tions with the CERAD Word List

Delayed Recall, Benson Complex Figure Delayed Recall and to a
lesser extent, verbal and category fluency tests (Table 1). Based
on these results, VisMET performance offers a sensitive screening
method to identify cognitive impairment, particularly for the
memory domain.

We next aimed to determine the sensitivity of VisMET perfor-
mance in predicting disease status. We trained a logistic regression
classifier with the same three features as before, but instead the out-
put of these models was the diagnostic classification of healthy
control, MCI, or AD. Memory performance predicted MCI/AD

A B C

D E F

Figure 4. VisMET performance in mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease. Participants
viewed images with either an object removed (A) or added (D) as indicated by the yellow critical
regions, which was invisible to the viewer. (B) Subjects with MCI and AD showed impaired visuospatial
memory performance (removed condition) compared to controls. (C) Control subjects viewed a greater
percentage of the critical regions compared to AD participants regardless of the extent of difficulty
between the original and manipulated presentations. The less difficult images better distinguished
healthy and MCI individuals. Asterisks indicate significant differences in performance between healthy
controls and MCI: (*) 0.05, (**) 0.01, (***) 0.001, (****) 0.0001; unpaired t-test). (E) Memory perfor-
mance for the added condition was impaired (i.e., less time viewing the added object) in the MCI
and AD populations compared to controls. (F) Manipulated images with high difficulty showed the
most significant differences in performance between healthy and MCI participants as indicated by the
asterisks. Viewing times for any of the added objects did not exceed 50% and as a result, difficulty
could not be measured at higher viewing times.

A B C

Figure 5. VisMET performance predicts cognitive impairment and disease status. (A) Viewing of the
removed and added objects during the recognition phase could accurately predict performance on
the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA≤23 or MoCA>23), a standard measure of cognitive impair-
ment. (B) Viewing of the removed and added objects could separate those clinically diagnosed with
MCI/AD from healthy controls. (C) Memory performance was visualized on a two-dimensional plane
representing performance. Most MCI/AD participants fell within the lower left quadrant of the plane in-
dicating below average performance for both the added and removed condition. Healthy participants
within this quadrant exhibited a memory profile indicative of AD.
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status with an AUC of 0.85 compared to 0.73 and 0.58 when using
age and education alone (Fig. 5B). Using all of the features, the
model achieved a sensitivity and specificity of 0.85 and 0.75 with
a cutoff probability of 0.63.

We further explored the relationship between VisMET perfor-
mance and disease status. Each participant’s raw performance (per-
centage of critical regions viewed and percentage of viewing time)
was normalized using the mean and SD of healthy controls view-
ing the set of images. We then plotted each participant’s perfor-
mance on this 2D feature space (Fig. 5C). The lower left quadrant
of this plane indicated below average performance for both the
added and removed condition and as expected, nearly all of the
MCI/AD participants were in this lower left quadrant. Interesting-
ly, a significant portion of healthy controls’ performance fell in
this same quadrant, with memory performance on VisMET similar
to those withMCI and AD. Together, these results suggest that Vis-
MET can be used as a sensitive tool for separating healthy controls
from MCI/AD and to identify a population of healthy controls
with an AD-like memory profile.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to develop an easily administered, enjoy-
able, and sensitive paradigm for detecting mild memory deficits,
and assess its performance in a large group of healthy controls as
well as a population of patients with memory impairment. To
this end, 296 participants were presentedwith amemory paradigm
inwhichweused eyemovements to infermemory. Using eye track-
ing as an index ofmemory,we found thatmemory performance on
the task is both age-related and different between healthy and
MCI/AD participants. Performance was also dependent on the dif-
ficulty of the original and manipulated images, which allows for
the task to be sensitive across a broad range of memory abilities.
A multivariate model of memory performance on the task predict-
ed cognitive impairment and AD status with high sensitivity and
identified a subpopulation of healthy controls with relatively
weak performance on the task.

A few studies have examined whether memory can be mea-
sured using eye movements and to determine whether memory
measured using eye movements depends on the hippocampus
(Ryan et al. 2000; Smith et al. 2006; Smith and Squire 2008). In
these studies, participants were presented with a series of images
and cued with a question about the relationships between the ob-
jects within the scene (Ryan et al. 2000). These images were fol-
lowed by another set of images that were either novel, repeated,
ormanipulated. Participants spentmore time viewing themanipu-

lated regions only when they were unable to verbally report the
manipulation had occurred. In these early studies, cueing the par-
ticipants toward the manipulation could have influenced later
assessments of memory. Later studies replicated this paradigm
without cueing the participants toward the manipulation during
the first presentation (Smith et al. 2006; Smith and Squire 2008),
and found that increased viewing of the manipulated region
only occurred when participants were aware of the manipula-
tion. Moreover, the viewing time and explicit identification of
themanipulationwas reduced in a small groupof amnestic patients
with nonspecific damage to the medial temporal lobe. Although
the role of cueing and delay in eye movement-based memory
need to be carefully examined in future studies (Ryan and Cohen
2004; Hannula et al. 2006), these initial studies provided evi-
dence for the use of eye movements as an indicator of memory
dysfunction.

To extend these findings, we evaluated the ability of eye
movements to predict memory impairment in normal aging and
found an age-related decline in memory performance. Although
a number of studies have shown memory decline with age (Park
et al. 1996, 2002; Nilsson et al. 2004), the pattern of memory
decline is unclear. Most cross-sectional aging studies measure
memory decline using verbal learning paradigms and show a linear
decrease in episodic memory function starting in the 20’s and pro-
gressing through the rest of adult life (Hedden and Gabrieli 2004;
Nyberg et al. 2012). In contrast, longitudinal studies of aging
show a very different pattern, demonstrating a decline in memory
performance only after the age of 60–65 (Hedden and Gabrieli
2004; Nyberg et al. 2012). A potential reason for this difference
stems from the varying levels of education attainment for the dif-
ferent age groups in cross-sectional studies. When education is
controlled in cross-sectional studies, declines inmemory appear af-
ter the age of 60 (Nilsson et al. 2004). More recently, the effect of
aging on memory has been investigated using mnemonic discrim-
ination paradigms (Yassa et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2013; Reagh et al.
2016). These paradigms find an entirely different trend than previ-
ous cross-sectional studies, namely that memory begins to decline
around age 20 but plateaus in the 60–90 range. We also found a
similar trend with performance on our visuospatial memory task
starting to plateau after 60 yr of age. To clarify the effects of aging
on these different types ofmemory, longitudinal studies need to be
conducted administering these paradigms in the same cohort of
patients to allow for proper comparison.

Visuospatial memory performance was also evaluated in a
group of participants with memory impairment due to AD.
Memory impairment due to AD has typically been established us-
ing verbal learning tests such as the RAVLT and the FCSRT. Formal
neuropsychological tests of memory are often resource intensive,
requiring trained personnel and considerable amount of time to
administer. Moreover, the explicit responses and awareness of per-
formance deficits often leads to frustration or even distress for im-
paired subjects—sometimes to the point of discontinuing the task
or declining future assessments. Even for symptomatic individuals,
memory is often not assessed because of the resource demands of
these tests in a clinical setting. Compared to other paradigms,
memory was assessed passively using eye movements rather than
instructing the participants or requiring explicit memory judge-
ments. Using eyemovements as an index of memory offers a num-
ber of practical benefits compared to explicit forms of retrieval
(Pereira et al. 2014; Whitehead et al. 2015, 2018). Without the
collection of explicit instructions or behavioral responses, we
were able to assess memory passively in only a few minutes.
Anecdotally, the paradigm appears to be strikingly less distressing
and frustrating to both research participants and clinical patient
populations than traditional neuropsychological tasks and also
avoids issues related to task comprehension and explicit memory

Table 1. Correlations between VisMET performance and other
neuropsychological instruments

Removed condition,
N=114

Added condition,
N=65

General cognition
MoCA 0.32 (P<10−3) 0.20

Memory
CERAD delayed recall 0.37 (P<10−4) 0.33 (P<0.01)
Benson delayed recall 0.41 (P<10−5) 0.20

Attention
Trails A time −0.07 0.13
Forward span 0.17 0.19
Backward span 0.07 −0.05

Executive function
Trails B time −0.16 0.08
Verbal fluency (FAS) 0.21 0.13
Category fluency
(animals)

0.21 (P<0.001) 0.17
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judgements. Conventional tasks are also subject to differences in
effort, literacy, cultural variation, and decision-making capacity
which can confound the measures of memory. Although the cur-
rent study did not formally address the ability of this task to over-
come these limitations, these potential advantages were important
considerations in the development of the task and remain to be
investigated.

Cognitive impairment in AD and related disorders has typical-
ly been established using cognitive screening tools such as the
MoCA or MMSE. These tests often suffer from floor and ceiling ef-
fects due to their inability to change task difficulty for the specific
population being tested. To address this issue, we created a means
to change the difficulty of the task. In doing so, wewere able to cre-
ate a set of images that could potentially track the transition from
MCI to AD but also ones that could track the transition from
healthy to MCI. Evenwithout adjusting the difficulty of the items,
we found that visuospatial memory performance was highly sensi-
tive for predicting cognitive impairment and disease status. The
task also showed a large variation in performance among healthy
controls. We speculate that healthy controls performing similarly
to memory-impaired subjects may be at higher risk for AD, al-
though this needs to be studied carefully using a longitudinal de-
sign, and with biomarkers for preclinical AD. These findings
come in support of recent work suggesting that separating similar
visual images rely on the same circuits affected in the preclinical
stages of AD (Yassa et al. 2010a,b, 2011; Stark et al. 2013).

Our data provides further support for the use of eye move-
ments to measure objective memory impairment. In our previous
work, eye-tracking was used to assess novel object recognition
memory using the visual paired comparison task (Crutcher et al.
2009; Zola et al. 2013). The amount of time viewing a novel image
when placed side by side with an old image could differentiate
healthy controls from memory-impaired participants. To extend
these findings, we developed a task that assessesmemory for the re-
lationship between an object and its location (visuospatial memo-
ry). Compared to previous methods, we developed a method to
assess memory capacity across a broad range of memory impair-
ment, and using machine learning techniques we could predict
cognitive impairment and disease status with high sensitivity. An
open question remains whethermemory based on eyemovements
can predict future memory decline earlier than standard verbal
memory assessments. Based on the role of the entorhinal–hippo-
campal circuit invisuospatialmemory,wehypothesizevisuospatial
memory to be an earlier predictor of entorhinal–hippocampal
degeneration, as occurs in early AD, compared to current assess-
ments and therefore predict earlier memory decline than standard
memory assessments. Nonetheless, our memory paradigm based
on eyemovements offers a passive, sensitive, and efficientmemory
paradigm capable of detecting objective memory impairment and
predicting disease and cognitive status.

Materials and Methods

Participants
About 296 participants were recruited from research and clinical
populations, including the EHBS and the ADRC (Table 2).
Research participants received detailed evaluations that included
neuropsychological testing and for ADRC subjects a diagnosis
(healthy controls, MCI, or AD) reached after review by an inter-
disciplinary team of research neurologists, geriatricians, and neu-
ropsychologists. A group of symptomatic subjects was evaluated
in the Emory Memory Disorders Clinic where they received a
comprehensive clinical evaluation consisting of standardized neu-
ropsychological testing, neurological exam, brain imaging, and
bloodwork, with a diagnosis by a board-certified behavioral neurol-
ogist’s best clinical judgment. Controls were defined by normal

memory and general cognition with preserved functional abilities.
MCI was defined by impaired memory (single or multiple domain,
based on cognitive testing) with preserved functional abilities,
while AD was defined as impairment in two or more cognitive do-
mains and functional abilities. The MoCA was used as a common
test across the EHBS, ADRC, and clinic populations. Both age and
education were significantly different between healthy controls
and MCI (unpaired t-test, P< 10−5; P<10−3) and AD populations
(unpaired t-test, P<10−10; P<10−3) and therefore used as covariates
in later analysis.

Visuospatial Memory Eye-Tracking Test (VisMET)
Participants performed a memory paradigm based on eye move-
ments (Fig. 3). During the encoding phase, participants were sim-
ply asked to “enjoy” viewing a set of color images without any
other explicit instructions (i.e., they were not informed they
were being given a memory task). The images were selected for
their positive aesthetic appeal. During the recognition phase, the
participants viewed a modified version of the same set of images
in the same order with either an item removed (“removed condi-
tion”) or an item added (“added condition”). Images were selected
from an open access database of images from Pixabay and Pexel
and edited by a medical illustrator using Adobe Photoshop.
Images were selected to be interesting and with varying degrees
of complexity.

Images were presented on a 24 inch monitor 26 inches away
from the screen at a visual angle of 27× 20 degrees. Each image
was shown for 5 sec, with a white fixation cross appearing for
1 sec between images. Each set consisted of original images fol-
lowed by the presentation of slightly manipulated images, that
is, object added or removed. Performance was initially assessed
over a range of image numbers and delay periods with minimum
of 10 images and a maximum of 20 images. Presenting 10–20
images resulted in a delay of 1–2min between the original andma-
nipulated images. The final test parameters consisted of the presen-
tation of two sets of 10 original-manipulated pairs (seven with
removed condition and three with added condition) with a delay
of 1 min in between the original and manipulated presentations.
Images with 2–3 objects or focal points for the removed condition
and 3–5 objects for the added condition were selected as optimal
for assessing memory performance. We also only added or re-
moved items in noncentral locations tominimize the impact of de-
layed eye movements from the fixation cross at the center of the
calibration screen preceding each image.

Eye movement detection
The locations of an individual’s focus on the screen were estimated
using an EyeTribe Infrared Scanner which sampled at 30 Hz. The
scanner was attached to the bottom panel of a computer screen
that was mounted to the wall using an adjustable arm to allow ad-
aptation to participants of different heights. This hardware com-
prises a linear array of infrared LEDs that illuminate the eye and
allow for the capture of pupil and corneal reflection using a near-
infrared sensitive camera. The rotation of the eye was determined
by the relative positions of the corneal and pupillary reflections.
At the start of each session, participants performed a nine-point
calibration procedure in order to convert eye rotations into a set
of gaze positions relative to the screen. A small number of partici-
pants were excluded from the analysis (8.3%) who could not

Table 2. Demographics of controls, MCI, and AD participants

Controls MCI AD

Number 182 74 40
Age 63.8 ± 7.4 70.8 ± 7.9 74.3 ± 7.5
Gender (M/F) 50/132 38/36 20/20
Race (Cau/AA/NA/Asi/Oth) 154/21/1/4/2 66/6/2/0/0 38/2/0/0/0
Education 16.6 ± 2.2 15.6 ± 2.5 15.3 ± 2.8
MoCA 26.7 ± 2.1 21.8 ± 3.9 14.6 ± 4.8
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calibrate to the eye tracker or did notmake any attempts to view the
images.

Fixation detection
For each participant, raw eye movement data were extracted using
the EyeTribe Software and the data were analyzed off-line using
custom scripts in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and Python.
Raw gaze positions were converted into a set of fixations using a
dispersion-based algorithm (Salvucci and Goldberg 2000). Each
fixation was defined as a point of gaze continually remaining
on the screen within 2 deg of visual angle for a period of 100 ms
or more.

Measurement of visual exploration
Wedevelopedmethods to quantify visual exploration for each par-
ticipant by measuring the viewing of the unmanipulated object
during the first presentation (Fig. 1A). To quantify viewing of un-
manipulated objects during the encoding phase, we identified
the location of each object to be removed or added by drawing a
rectangle, defined by the x,y coordinates of its four corners, around
each object. This region was identified as the “critical region” (av-
erage size: 8.8 × 7.5 visual angles). The number of fixations and the
percentage of time viewing the critical region was calculated for
each original image presentation. The percentage of time spent
in the critical region was averaged across all original image presen-
tations for each subject (Metric 1). We also calculated the percent-
age of all original image presentations with at least one fixation in
the critical region for each subject (Metric 2). The calculated met-
rics varied depending on the specific images presented to each par-
ticipant. To correct for this variation, each participant’s metrics
were normalized by the mean and SD of the metrics derived from
the viewing behavior of the control population (# subjects > 25
for each set) viewing the same images. These metrics were com-
pared between healthy controls and memory-impaired partici-
pants (MCI/AD) using an unpaired Student’s t-test. Of note, the
images for the added condition during the original presentation
contained critical regions without any objects (Fig. 3). Therefore,
we expected these eye movement-based metrics to be nearly zero
for the added condition in the first viewing of the images.

Measurement of VisMET performance
A similar approach was used to quantify viewing of the manipulat-
ed objects during the recognition phase. A rectangular critical re-
gion was drawn outlining the location of the removed or added
object. The number of fixations and the percentage of viewing
timewithin the critical regionwas calculated for eachmanipulated
image presentation. Themetrics for the added and removed condi-
tions were derived separately for each participant. For each partic-
ipant, we calculated the average percentage of time spent in the
critical region across all manipulated images (Metric 1). We also
calculated the percentage of manipulated images with at least
one fixation in the critical region for each participant, with sepa-
rate measurements for the removed and added objects (Metric 2).
As before, these metrics were normalized by the mean and SD of
the healthy controls viewing the same image sets. These metrics
of memory performance were compared across age groups and dis-
ease categories using an unpaired Student’s t-test. Although both
metrics were calculated for the added and removed conditions,
we focused on Metric 1 for the added condition since spending
at least one fixation in the critical region did not necessarily consti-
tute successful memory. We focused on Metric 2 for the removed
condition since the viewing time of many of the manipulated im-
ages was zero.

VisMET offers the option to vary the task difficulty, and as a
result, track memory performance at different degrees of severity
of impairment. The difficulty for remembering an image was de-
fined based on the performance of healthy persons. The higher
the percentage of healthy people that viewed the manipulated
critical region, the lower the difficulty for that image. Formally, dif-
ficulty for an image containing a removed object was the percent-

age of healthy people that spent at least one fixation in the critical
region. The difficulty for an image containing an added object was
the percentage of time spent in the critical region. Images were
binned into categories based on their difficulty (0%–25%, 25%–
50%, 50%–75%, and 75%–100% of healthy controls showing the
response) and performance was compared between healthy and
memory-impaired participants for each of these bins. Of note,
bins 50%–75% and 75%–100% were not analyzed for the added
condition as no images had an average viewing time >50% within
the critical region.

Logistic regression models
Using a leave one out cross-validation procedure, we quantified
whether visuospatial memory performance on the task could be
used as a screening tool for measuring cognitive impairment and
predicting a diagnosis of MCI and AD. Two logistic regression clas-
sifiers were trained, each using a combination of three features:
viewing time in the critical regions (added condition), percentage
of critical regions viewed (removed condition), and age. The output
of themodels predicted the likelihood of accurately predicting per-
formance on a standard measure of cognitive impairment (MoCA
≤23 or MoCA>23) and disease status (healthy control or MCI/
AD), respectively. The performance of the model was assessed us-
ing the AUC of the ROC curve. To conduct this analysis, partici-
pants needed to view images for both the added and removed
condition. This analysis could only be completed with data from
participantswhoviewed image sets that includedboth types ofma-
nipulations (added and removed). Thus, only the subset of partic-
ipants (n=126) that received the final version of the task were
analyzed (Table 3).
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